II. METHOD: COSMO, A BAYESIAN SENSORI-MOTOR COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
COSMO consists of five probabilistic variables which correspond to internal representations of an agent (see Fig 1, left) : O S for objects in the motor sub-system and O L for the same objects in the sensory sub-system; S for the sensory input and M for the motor gestures. Lastly, to ensure that both representations of objects describe the same one there is a coherence variable C. Using some conditional hypotheses, we choose to decompose the joint distribution P (O S O L M S C) as a product of five distributions: a prior on objects P (O S ), a production system P (M |O S ), a sensory-motor system P (S|M ), an auditory recognition system P (O L |S) and a communication validation system P (C|O S O L ). "Speech" in the version of COSMO presented here consists in extremely simplified "sensory" and "motor" (mono dimensional) spaces, in order to facilitate experimental manipulations and result interpretations.
Agents learn their sensory sub-system P (S|O L ), their motor production system P (M |O S ) and their sensory-motor system P (S|M ) in a supervised learning scenario, in which a master agent provides sensory signals s and their respective object o.
Learning the sensory sub-system P (S|O L ) is straightforward using experimental < s, o > pairs. On the other hand, learning the motor sub-system is more complicated, as it is made of both P (M |O S ) and P (S|M ), and motor gestures are not provided to the learning agent. Instead, it infers them, in an "accomodation process": the learning agent tries to reproduce the input sensory signal s by selecting a motor gesture m. Performing m yields s , the resulting sensory output. Triplets < m, s , o > are used to update the parameters of the motor sub-system. Advantageously, this learning process does not require an exhaustive exploration of the motor space M : starting from blind random exploration, it gradually focuses on the portions of the motor space that correspond to the provided acoustic inputs.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: TESTING THE "NARROWBAND VS. WIDEBAND" HYPOTHESIS
An initial analysis provide two results (Figures not shown here) . First, the sensory sub-system is learned faster than the motor sub-system (less than 200 learning steps for the sensory one and more than 20,000 for the motor one). Second, during a perceptual categorization task (learning is stopped), the sensory sub-system discriminates objects better than its motor counterpart in normal conditions, whereas the motor sub-system is more robust in noise. By exploring the functional roles of the sensory vs. motor sub-systems during this perceptual categorization we can see that during learning, the sensory sub-system When learning is stopped, we compare the sensory (top half) and motor sub-systems (bottom half) during perceptual categorization. Middle panels show sensory prototypes associated to two objects. Left panels show perceptual categorization in adverse conditions, i.e. when the sensory input to be categorized is uncommon: in this case, the motor sub-system has better performance due to larger variance and thus, better generalization. Right panels show perceptual categorization in normal conditions, i.e. when the sensory input is common: in this case, the sensory sub-system has better performance due to its smaller variance.
is updated quickly and efficiently whereas the motor sub-system is updated slowly. Consequently, when learning is stopped before asymptotic convergence, the sensory sub-system has a lower variance than the motor sub-system (see Fig 1, right) . We interpret this as a "narrowband vs. wideband" effect. During the perceptual categorization evaluation task, we observe that the sensory sub-system provides a "narrowband" system: it is more precisely tuned to the frequently learned sensory input and hence more efficient in recognizing these inputs. Conversely, we observe that the motor sub-system has "wideband" characteristics: it is less accurate to recognize learned sensory inputs but it has better generalization properties, making it more robust to unexpected variability. These experimental results show that these two systems are complementary, which is in accordance with neurocognitive data showing the increased role of the motor system in adverse conditions [8] , [9] .
IV. CONCLUSION: TOWARD IDIOSYNCRASIES
The present simulations on very simple sensory-motor configurations have already been extended to more complex configurations involving synthetic plosive-vowel sequences, with basically the same pattern of results: the "auditory narrowband" vs. "motor wideband" division is confirmed with an auditory system quicker and more efficient on learned stimuli, and a motor system slower and more efficient on noisy stimuli. We are currently exploring further the learning algorithm and its ability to produce "idiosyncrasies" which are variations in learned motor and sensory strategies in the learning agent. This is based on an enriched interaction mechanism, in which the learning agent does not try to mimic sensory inputs of the master, but merely tries to be understood by the master, that is to say, producing stimuli that enable the master agent to recover the correct object.
